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Academy10
Standard LMS Features
3rd party integration
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

HR InfoSystems integration
Single Sign On
3rd party content hosting
SCORM Integration
XST - SkillGate courses on 3rd party LMS
Import 3rd party records history

Results!
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Groups
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Create multi-purpose groups
Manage membership
Enable multiple Group Masters
Add Forums to Groups
Send News to Groups

User details Look Up
Long Term Absence manager
Login in as User
Accessibility options
eMail deliverables mgt.
Archive, Reinstate, Delete (to GDPR settings)

Security
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Set password complexity rules
Access levels & permissions mgt.
Cyber Essentials accredited
ISO 27001 accredited

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Saveable report templates
Data export in CSV & Excel formats

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Faculty/Subject Index Builder
Include custom courses
Intelligent course search
Tell a Friend/Colleague & Pinboard
Add Classroom & Coach search
Integrate external course requests

Reporting
Teams
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Enable multiple line managers
Manager access to User details
Manage Qualifications
SkillCard

Scheduled report generation & export

Charts
Multiple formats: activity, compliance, CPD,
intelligence etc.

⃝ Badges and CPD manager
Library Manager
Triggers
⃝ Schedule prompts and reports
⃝ Headlines
⃝ Events Calendar
Multi Portal Options
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Multiple LMSs with cross site admin
Self-Registration options
Automated OnBoarding
Ecommerce

Results!
⃝ Training Request manager
⃝ Objectives & Actions manager
⃝ 1 to 1, reviews or check-ins

Custom Look and Feel
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
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Self-defined Home Page options
Customised graphical interfaces
Customised email text and addresses
URLs, LMS name, and email addresses.
Custom contact details
Cutomise standard messages
Self-defined data cells
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1. Academy10
A world class LMS

Academy10 LMS

Academy10 - An advanced learning management system.
The essence of a good learning management system is
that it engages people with professional learning.

Engage your staff:
✓

Fun daily lessons are delivered
via SmartCafé

✓

‘How Good are You?’ Compare
your skills with peers

✓

Auto-managed completion
prompting

The Academy10 LMS itself is focused on delivering the
essentials of learning administration. Academy10 has
over 20 years of experience supporting training
managers and administrators in organisations ranging
in size from 5 to 50,000 people.

✓

Triggers deliver summaries of
reports to line managers

✓

Automated CPD points
collection and Badges

✓

Pin ideas and suggestions to
colleagues’ Pinboards

Our standard features (listed opposite) provide all the
functionality our clients consider as essential. Our
coding department continuously delevops new products
and services in line with customer requests.

✓

Use thousands of short,
focussed, activity-based
tutorials to take the yawn out
of elearning.

✓

Replace traditional online
courses with blended
programmes that include tutor
support, peer interactions and
timelines.

To this end, Academy10 offers a range of Content
products and UTS systems (outlined in this booklet)
designed to reach every part of your organisation.

From apps - to charting - to social media - to integrating
with third party systems, Academy10 offers you a world
class set of options for you to exploit.
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2. SmartCafé
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Fun and professional A.I. driven daily lessons.
Help your staff to help themselves with SmartCafé. SmartCafé is an A.I. driven
lesson system that will deliver short but relevant (and fun) training (SmartBites)
to your users on a daily basis.
SmartBites are designed to support professional development. Users can select
the content of relevance to them or the system will decide based on our
algorithms. SmartBites normally link directly to further study options
(Tutorials/SmartProjects) and new training is added daily.
SmartCafé helps embed learning and keeps delegates up to date with the latest
information.

Why do delegates like them?
▪
▪
▪
▪

They are fun
They expand the mind - they teach things ‘you did not know you did not know’
They are conveniently short
They are based on what YOU are interested in.
Why do trainers like them?

▪
▪
▪
▪

They give training a good image
They reach places other training cannot reach
They make learning an everyday experience
There is no extra effort required.
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3. Pinboard Pro
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Sourcing real solutions.
A unique feature of the SkillGate system is
that it will propose real, practical, solutions to
delegate problems based on their training
needs via a personalised Pinboard. Pinboard
allows anyone to suggest development ideas coaches, managers, colleagues etc.
Pinboard Pro is manned by our experts who have access to tens of
thousands of online learning objects and the Infinity Library.
Our researchers provide suggestions, contacts, or links and can request
new programmes from our Studio team when needed.

Why do delegates like it?
▪
▪
▪

Quick online solutions – focussed on experiential learning, not telling
Versatile formats for different types of learning
Individually tailored and constantly updated in real time.
Why do trainers like it?

▪
▪
▪

Makes it easy to help all staff
Easy to add and update relevant content
Focussed on the lowest cost options.
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4. Traffic Light

Are you looking for
100% mandatory training completion rates?
Traffic Light is one of the most advanced compliance training management
systems in the world. Customers will normally see above 95% compliance levels
on Traffic Light systems.
Traffic Light makes it easy for a single administrator to manage multiple
mandatory training courses for large numbers
of delegates.
It delivers prompts and reminders
automatically and warns managers of
team/staff non-compliance with a simple
red/green status warning.

Why do delegates like it?
▪ Staff only do what they must do
▪ Lessons are short – but can be more frequent and relevant.
Why do administrators like it?
▪ Mandatory courses come prepared (with easy customisation). A compliance dashboard
shows company status at a glance
▪ Plans can be set in advance, reminders and warnings are sent automatically
▪ Line managers police compliance
▪ Courses renew automatically.
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5. Results!

Make performance review simple.
Results! adds daily performance management
to the Essential LMS. Based on Management by
Objectives (MBO) or Objectives with Key Results
(OKR) formats, Results! allows managers to:
• Record periodic review discussions
• Set objectives for Users (in line with
corporate strategic objectives if required)
• Measure actions or key results with
progress reporting

Key features include:
✓

Add and score objectives

✓

Link objectives to corporate
strategic objectives

✓

Add multiple actions or key
results and scores to objectives

✓

Add progress comments

✓

Add occasional 1 to 1
discussion notes

✓

Upload supporting
documentation or evidence

✓

Add training needs

✓

Use Pinboard Pro to source
training solutions.

✓

Email prompts to managers on
objective review dates or at set
intervals

• And add training requests.
The result is a powerful supportive environment
that, while easy to use, offers consistent
performance progress reporting across the
organisation.
Results! can be upgraded with any of the
advanced options below and with Pinboard
Proactive Section 2.4 that offers practical
training suggestions to users via Pinboard.
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✓ Report on objectives and
scores
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6. SmartAuthor

An integrated training authoring suite.
At the touch of a few buttons, SmartAuthor lets
subject matter experts create: SmartBites and
SmartFeeds (e.g. SmartCafé); Online Tutorials;
Coaching sessions; Certificated Programmes ;
SmartProjects (blended courses).
SmartAuthor is 'object based' meaning that not
only is it quick to use, it is also easy to copy
objects, edit existing courses or create group
specific content.
The SmartAuthor ‘manager’ suite allows Authors
to support delegates real-time on their
programmes. Authors can view delegate
progress, scores and statistics; mark practicals
and assignments and manage Pinboards,
Objectives, Plans and Forums.
SmartAuthor with Infinity is a training resource
like none other. With access to thousands of
reusable tutorials and learning objects it makes
building or customising your own courses
simple.
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Key features include:
✓

WYSIWYG content authoring

✓

SCORM compliant

✓

Learning object based

✓

Reuse & Edit objects

✓

Programme Sequencing

✓

Conditional Forking

✓

Prerequisites and exemptions

✓

Auto re-registration

✓

Multiple Gate types

✓

Multiple Test Formats

✓

Limit Attempts

✓

Tips

✓

Resume

✓

CPD points

✓

Media Assets library

UTS

Additional systems in SkillGate’s full
UTS range
In addition to the products in the Essential LMS (listed above), SkillGate offers a series of fully
integrated but optional training systems in the UTS (Universal Training System).

7. My Study
Delivering personal learning paths.
My Study provides users with access to the specific courses and programmes selected for
them either by managers or as part of pre-prepared learning pathways.

8. Classroom
An advanced face-to-face course
management system.
Classroom is a fully integrated face-to-face events administration system. It will allow
administrators to control events from webinars, to workshops, to tool box talks. It comes with
MS Outlook integration, capacity planning, waiting room management, cancellations
management, and blended training options.

9. InTouch
Generate ‘headlines’ for staff.
InTouch allows authors to create news, quizzes, short learning sessions etc and distribute
them to staff or groups of staff as and when required. It’s a kind of up-market news system
that allows you to send different information to different people at different times. E.g
onboarders, senior staff, subject specialists.
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10. SmartProgrammes
Blended courses for serious online
learning.
SkillGate SmartProgrammes are built to include almost any learning method: Face-to-face training,
webinars; management support; online tutorials; daily lesson feeds; forums; mentoring; objectives
and actions management etc. Successful completion of programmes typically requires assignments
marked by tutors and sign-offs by appropriate managers.

11. Manager Suite
Putting trainers in control of online
learning.
The manager suite is part of the SmartAuthor. It allows tutors to manage delegates on all
programmes.
It provides progress reports, test results and analysis, SurveySoft intelligence etc. More than this, it
also allows tutors to manage delegate progress; mark their assignments; and communicate with
delegates one to one, via forums or Pinboard.

12. SurveySoft
A simple piece of software that delivers
surprisingly powerful results.
SurveySoft allows question objects to be added into any programme, SmartBite or Tutorial. They
can be used as short intelligence gathering elements, or, more formally, to create full questionnaires
in stand-alone forms.
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13. Perform
Customised annual development
review.
The ‘Essential’ Results! software offers objectives and actions, discussion recording and
training requests features, and strategic performance measurement as standard.
Perform offers a range of additional options to enhance your formal Annual Appraisal process.
These include formalised appraisal process management, competency measurement, attitude
surveys, moderation, reporting and custom form creation.

14. TNA & SkillsAudit
Gap analysis to focus development
resources.
SkillGate offers a range of ways to collect and collate training needs information. Training
Requests can be collected via Results! Request an External Course allows users to add
details of a specific external course they have identified and submit the request for
authorisation by a line manager and/or administrator.
SkillsAudit allows Users to select competencies relevant to job roles, and grade skills against
targets recommended for those competencies.

15. 360˚ Feedback
Collecting secure 3rd party feedback.
360˚ Feedback is a management system that supports secure collection of third-party
feedback. The feedback form, built using SurveySoft, allows you to create any form you wish
including a wide range of question types. Results are compiled to provide individuals with
personal feedback analytics.
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16. Mentor/Coach
Add coaching and mentoring to your
managed training options.
Mentor allows you to add mentoring or coaching elements to your system.
In effect the system has two purposes: to match delegates with relevant mentors or coaches; to
allow mentors/coaches to comment or sign off delegate progress.

17. Studio
Let our studio team deliver your
customised programmes.
SkillGate’s in-house team of editors, writers, graphic designers and proof-readers can build your
courses from scratch or tailor existing programmes to meet your specific requirements.

18. App
Staff training on the go
- SkillGate app
With the app, users can complete their training on the go, with access to both regulatory and selfdevelopment training wherever they are.

cc

19. Multi Portal
Give clients, divisions, contractors
their own LMS.
Fully configurable multiple linked LMS systems are used by many types of organisations e.g.
training providers; companies with independent divisions; or for special need situations such as
onboarding or client training.
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20. Help Desk Services

Build a support service that meets your needs.
SkillGate offers customisable service support
options to Users, LMS Administrators and/or
Site Controllers subject to the level of service
requested. Standard options are:
▪

Bronze - Essential maintenance and adding and
removing Users. This is the basic level and covers
system maintenance and fixes; essential training for
administrators; and assisting administrators add and
remove users from the system.

Key features include:
✓

Online Service Request
System for administrators to
log service issues, content
requests and development
suggestions

✓

Add Users and Bulk User
registration support

✓

Management of Permissions
and Access levels

▪

Silver - Support for all LMS Administration activity. As ✓ Telephone and email User
Help Desk
per Bronze and with full support for LMS
Administrators via telephone and SRS. It includes
✓ 24/7 system monitoring
LMS Administrator/Account Management KPI
✓ One to one and scheduled
meetings.
webinars for SkillGate

▪

Gold - User help desk. As per Silver plus call-based
help service for Users and monthly account
management review meetings.

Proactive consultancy support, recommendations,
editorials, research, product builds and ideas are all
tailorable and added as ‘Plus’ service.
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administration training.
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21. SmartCafé Bites
There are currently 2,736 smartbites.
From a single day in the recent past:
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22. Compliance Content
Over

190 compliance tutorials all of which can be easily customised including:
.

Abrasive Wheels Training
Adult Support and Protection
(Scotland) Act
Adults with Incapacity (Scotland)
Advanced Data Protection and the
Role of the Data Protection Officer
Advantages of Using Intellectual
Property (IP)
Allergy and Anaphylaxis
An Overview of the Construction
(Design and Management)
Regulations (CDM)
An Overview of the Corporate
Manslaughter and Corporate
Homicide Act 2007
Anti-Bribery and Corruption
Anti-Bullying and Harassment
Anti-Harassment and Bullying
Anti-Money Laundering
Asbestos Awareness 2020
Avoiding Slips and Trips
Bribery and Corruption
Business Ethics - Working Wisely
Chaperone Policy
Child Sexual Exploitation Awareness
Conduct Rules
Conducting a Risk Assessment
Confined Space Awareness
Conflict of Interest
Controlled Drugs
Corporate Manslaughter and
Corporate Homicide Act 2007
COVID-19 - Getting Back To Work
Safely
Criminal Finances
Cyber & Information Security
Dementia Awareness for Frontline
Staff
Designated Safeguarding Officers or
Leads (Adults with Safeguarding
Needs)
Dignity at Work
Disability Awareness
Display Screen Equipment (DSE)
Evacuation Chairs - The Basics

Fire Marshall Training
Fire Safety
First Aid in the Workplace
Food Safety and Hygiene - Level 1
Food Safety and Hygiene - Level 2
Fraud Awareness
Getting to Grips with COSHH
Hand-arm vibration at work
Health and Safety Certificate for
Managers
How to Manage Information
Securely
Infection Control (H&S)
Infection Prevention and Control
for Everyone
Informed Consent
Insider Dealings
Introduction to Absence
Management
Introduction to Anti-social
Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act
2014
Introduction to First Aid
Introduction to GDPR
Introduction to Health and Safety
for Managers
Introduction to Medical Devices
Introduction to Medication
Awareness
Introduction to Personal Safety
While Working
Introduction to Risk Assessment
Introduction to the Human Rights
Introduction to Whistleblowing
Learning Disability and Autism
Awareness
Legionella Management and
Prevention
Managing Absence for Managers
Managing Information Securely
Manual Handling
Manual Handling of People in Care
Settings
Market Abuse
Medical Gases
Medicines Management
Mental Health Awareness
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Modern Slavery
Modern Slavery Awareness
Modern Slavery Awareness (General)
New and Expectant Mothers
Noise Awareness
Portable Appliance Testing
Portable Appliance Testing 2020
Preventing Bribery in Business
Preventing Bribery in Business
(Managers)
Promoting British Values
Recording and Reporting Accidents
and Incidents at Work (RIDDOR)
Recording and Reporting Accidents at
Work (RIDDOR)
Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and
Dangerous Occurrences Regulations
(RIDDOR)
Safe Driving for work
Safeguarding Adults at Risk
Safeguarding Children and Young
People
Safeguarding for Children and Young
People - Designated Officers and
Leads
Safety for Lone Workers
Safety for Lone Workers (H&S)
Selling Alcohol Legally and Responsibly
Sepsis
Sharps Awareness
Storage, Safe Handling &
Transportation of LPG & Other
Dangerous Goods
Tax Evasion Awareness
The Background and Nature of
Financial Crime
The Care Act 2014
The Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations (CDM) 2015
Environmental Sustainability in
Business
Dust in the Workplace
Drug and Alcohol Awareness Driving
Safely for Work

Content Options

23. Infinity Library
Tens of thousands of learning objects, 980 tutorials and over 150 Certificated
programmes in the Infinity Library.
'Preparing for Meetings' 'Preparing for negotiation' 'Preparing for Negotiation (BATNA and ZOPA) ' 'Presentations
& Slides - PowerPoint 2016/365' 'Presenting Information Clearly' 'PRINCE2 – Alternative methodologies' 'PRINCE2
– Basics of Methodology' 'Principles of Insurance' 'Prioritise with the Urgent/Important matrix' 'Privacy in
Practice' 'Producing a Balance Sheet' 'Professional Indemnity Insurance (VS1)' 'Property Sales and
Misdescription' 'Public Liability Insurance - Policy Cover (VS1)' 'Punctuating Quotations' 'Quick Wins - The Key to
Success' 'Reciprocal Teaching' 'Recognising and Reporting Abuse (Care)' 'Recruitment Training' 'References Excel 2016/365' 'Regulating Housing Associations' 'Relax - How to Switch Off After Work' 'Remove Stress - Focus
and Centre Yourself' 'Report Style (Report Writing)' 'Revisit Pre-Tenancy Module' 'Ribbons - Excel 2019 ' 'Rows
& Columns - Excel 2016/365' 'Rows and Columns - Excel 2019' 'Safe Handling and Transportation of LPG Refresher' 'Safeguarding Adults at Risk' 'Safeguarding Children and Young People' 'Safer Recruitment' 'Safety
for Lone Workers (for Care)' 'Sanctions in General Insurance' 'Save & Printing - Word 2016/365' 'Saying \'No\'
(Without Causing Offence!)' 'SCAMPER to creativity' 'Scenarios - Excel 2016/365' 'Secrets of Persuasion' 'SelfAssessment Techniques' 'Selling Relevance and Importance in Teaching' 'Serious About Personal Development?
SWOT!' 'Setting Up Teaching Activities' 'Shapes - PowerPoint 2016/365' 'Sharpen Your Concentration Skills'
'Sharps Awareness' 'Six Influencing Styles – How to Unlock the Power of Influence' 'SmartArt - Word 2016/365'
'Solving Problems' 'Sorting & Filtering - Excel 2016/365' 'Sorting - Word 2016/365' 'Sound Successful! Improve
the Quality of Your Voice' 'Spelling & Grammar - Word 2016/365' 'Split Infinitives' 'Stand Your Ground' 'Staying
Productive - Working From Home' 'Stop Playing the Blame Game!' 'Stop procrastinating!' 'Stop Telling Me What
To Do! Dealing With Bossy Colleagues!' 'Stress Management' 'Stretch It - A Questioning Technique for Teachers
and Trainers' 'Successful Leadership in an Economic Downturn' 'Successful Leadership in Difficult times '
'Tables - PowerPoint 2016/365' 'Tables and Autofit - Word 2016/365' 'Tackling Antisocial Behaviour in Scotland'
'Taking Minutes in Meetings' 'Taking the Next Step in Your Career' 'Teaching with Graphic Organisers' 'Teaching
With Spoof Assessments' 'Team Building Exercises To Improve Communication' 'Teams - File Collaboration'
'Teams - Using Whiteboards in Teams' 'Templates - PowerPoint 2016/365' 'Tenancy Fraud ' 'Tenancy in a
housing association home ' 'Terrorism Insurance (VS1)' 'The 3 Rs of Selling' 'The 4 Ps of Marketing' 'The 7 Cs of
Great Communication' 'The 8 Steps Selling Process ' 'The Accelerated Learning Cycle' 'The Art of Being Patient'
'The Care Act 2014' 'The Changing Landscape of Housing Associations ' 'The Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations 2015' 'The Estate Agents Act' 'The EU Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD) (VS1.3)'
'The FCA’s 11 Principles for Business' 'The Governance and Financial Viability Standard' 'The Importance of
Empathy' 'The Importance of Passwords - Protect Your Information!' 'The Iron Triangle - the Truth about Project
Management' 'The Mental Capacity Act' 'The negotiating toolkit' 'The OODA loop - Winning and losing' 'The
Pomodoro Technique' 'The Positive Side of Conflict' 'The Power of Networking ' 'The Power of Positive
Reframing' 'The Price Earnings Ratio' 'The Problem of Hoarding ' 'The Regulation of Claims Management
Services' 'The Regulatory Framework for Arms Length Management Organisations (ALMOs)' 'The Rule of Three The Secret to Successful Communication' 'Their, There or They're?' 'Themes - PowerPoint 2016/365' 'Then or
Than?' 'Think Differently - The Reframing Matrix' 'Think on Your Feet' 'Time & Priority Review' 'To, Too or Two?'
'Train effectively with the learning cycle' 'Treating Customers Fairly' 'Turn a Disgruntled Customer into a Loyal
Fan - Effective Complaint Handling' 'Turning Business Cards into Business Relationships' 'Understand Your
Organisation - The McKinsey Framework' 'Understanding Net Present Value' 'Understanding Person-Centred
Care' 'Understanding Power - The Five Forces' 'Understanding Return On Investment' 'Understanding the
common forms of stress' 'Undo, Redo and Repeat - PowerPoint 2016/365' 'Using Whiteboards in Teams'
'Viruses and Spyware - Get Informed!' 'Watch Your Language! The Power of Positive Words!' 'We're, Where or
Were?' 'Wellbeing - The Science of Happiness' 'What is Emotional Intelligence?'
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